support for the board of supervisors’
proposed “phase three” commercial
cannabis development ordinance
After years of deliberation and a highly problematic Phase 1 cannabis cultivation program,
the Supervisors’ proposed legislation offers a solution to longstanding policy issues and would
enable a robust and responsible commercial cannabis industry.
Without a new, workable cannabis ordinance in place, current regulatory and enforcement
problems will persist and Mendocino County risks being left behind altogether from the
economic opportunities in the legal cannabis market.

workable local policy
The Board of Supervisors’ proposed ordinance provides a critical path forward for a viable
local industry, with a clear and workable discretionary use permit framework. The ordinance
will also bring local cannabis policy into alignment with state law regarding the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), provide equal opportunity to enter the permitting
program, and mirrors neighboring counties (Lake & Sonoma) to allow scale up to 10% of
parcel size in agriculturally appropriate zones (AG, RL, UR).
These provisions are essential to the creation of a healthy local cannabis industry and the
future vitality of Mendocino’s economy. Coupled with the many environmental regulations
built into commercial cannabis and a site-specific discretionary review process, the Use Permit
model will ensure that all projects are environmentally compliant and neighborhoodappropriate before operations begin.

a better future for mendocino county
The new ordinance is a solution to longstanding problems in our community. The proposed
zoning will move commercial cannabis activity out of neighborhoods and forest lands into
more environmentally suitable zones — lessening the impacts on residential areas of the
county, and reducing the crime and environmental degradation associated with illicit market
activity.
It will also bring a much needed boost to our local economy, while many historic revenue
streams are drying up. Given the high cost of regulatory compliance and the rapidly evolving
industry, limiting cultivation to an acre or less is no longer economically sustainable. Allowing
discretionary scale up to 10% of appropriate parcels will lead to a meaningful increase in
economic activity, create well-paying local jobs, and generate millions in tax revenue. Existing
farms will be able to expand to a viable scale, and new operators will be able to diversify with
cannabis cultivation. This will allow Mendocino County to stay competitive, build our brand,
and begin preparing for interstate and nationwide commerce.

we encourage you to adopt the proposed ordinance,
for the benefit of the entire community.

1. meghann sommer, ukiah
2. amanda reiman, ukiah
3. heath dolan, ukiah
4. aubrey karcey, ukiah
5. keith shuster, willits
6. mark rogero, ukiah
7. micah anderson, willits
8. austin birch, willits
9. dennis hunter, rohnert park
10. adam shumaker, ukiah
11. lorena felix, ukiah
12. jonny perez, ukiah
13. kim shuster, willits
14. micah flause, willits
15. johanna mortz, willits
16. erick velez, ukiah
17. cesar lugo, ukiah
18. caren woodson, redwood valley
19. alexis iván perez, ukiah
20. andrew greene, ukiah
21. brandon baize, willits
22. john gittins, san francisco
23. christopher potter, ukiah
24. julian nielsen, laytonville
25. joshua keats, ukiah
26. sarah bodnar, laytonville
27. abi rivas, san rapheal
28. carolina gutierrez, willits
29. malila gordon, redwood valley
30. carolina gutierrez, willits
31. ian powell, ukiah
32. richard loebl, laytonville
33. ann anderson, willits
34. francisco hernandez, rohnert park
35. jaime restrepo, redwood valley
36. aaron greene, willits
37. mark greene, ukiah
38. chris cena, american canyon
39. ashley oldham, redwood valley
40. renee petry, ukiah
41. benito loya, willits
42. cailey wall, santa rosa
43. nathan franck, ukiah
44. kevin mcdonald, redwood valley
45. richard winter, rohnert park
46. michael kramlich, rohnert park
47. thomas wegesser, redwood valley
48. tim poma, ukiah
49. barry nadler, ukiah
50. matthew talbert, ukiah

51. brian white, ukiah
52. molly morales, napa
53. david anderson, willits
54. makenna redden, los angeles
55. jessica warm, laytonville
56. jessica mccall, oakland
57. heidi adams, los alamitos
58. hector lopez, laytonville
59. steven amato, hopland
60. jim mayfield, ukiah
61. julie noia, laytonville
62. nicholas prozzo, eureka
63. patrick gray, willits
64. heath blackwell, laytonville
65. jennifer mccarthy, laytonville
66. adam steinberg, redwood valley
67. jarom fawson, mill valley
68. paul garza jr, fort bragg
69. shane davis, forestville
70. gregg grande, laytonville
71. gillian firestone, sausalito
72. ruth powell, ukiah
73. trevor thurston, ukiah
74. rich crawford, rohnert park
75. turk black, redwood valley
76. ryan carroll, ukiah
77. michael adams, covelo
78. jason zumalt, redwood valley
79. robert mcgowan, san deigo
80. nick halfacre, redwood valley
81. david halstad, turlock
82. travis manion, laytonville
83. renee jones, mendocino village
84. lucas nelsen, redwood valley
85. erin corley, redwood valley
86. emily heitman, san deigo
87. jeffrey walker, willits
88. steve crandell, mendocino village
89. dylan rogers, laytonville
90. rachel powell, ukiah
91. jeffrey coddington, ukiah
92. david kurzfeld, ukiah
93. ross liberty, ukiah
94. shawna mcdevitt, willits
95. jennifer takasawa, santa rosa
96. michael d. hawthorne, ukiah
97. liz gehl, sebastopol
98. warren neilson, redwood valley
99. jonathan barefield, los angeles
100. ryan fairbrother, sacramento
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101. jon degallier, ukiah
102. spencetta davila, berkeley
103. matt vosti, napa
104. john feitshans, santa rosa
105. bryan kanthack, laytonville
106. andrew allen, ukiah
107. devin bottrell, los angeles
108. oscar flores ramirez, ukiah
109. josselyn claudio, ukiah
110. william claus, covelo
111. phil briggs, ukiah
112. morgan ingram, ukiah
113. ingrid tsong, ukiah
114. jonathan wentzel, ukiah
115. barbara wentzel, talmage
116. amos flint, ukiah
117. david boon, monte rio
118. roland wentzel, talmage
119. chad north, ukiah
120. jacky allen, ukiah
121. matthew schlegel, willits
122. huanit felix, ukiah
123. bianca zarza, ukiah
124. veronica cervantes, fort bragg
125. lesly ruiz, ukiah
126. andrea lopez, ukiah
127. verenice beltran, ukiah
128. rebecca priesmeyer, laytonville
129. peter chevalier, calpella
130. nicole powell, ukiah
131. erika lindeman, sebastopol
132. skye inoue, ukiah
133. steely inoue, ukiah
134. rebecca keller, ukiah
135. brendan miller, laytonville
136. brandon wells, ukiah
137. michaela wegesser, redwood valley
138. bryan pfender, laytonville
139. valerie capri, redwood valley
140. floyd martin, los angeles
141. cheyenne walters, willits
142. michelle johnson, caspar
143. josh southwick, willits
144. james sabin, fort bragg
145. christopher anderson, willits
146. sophia fischer, willits
147. zachary kuchera, laytonville
148. melanie sieren, sonoma
149. anthony pitts, ukiah
150. will mccoy, ukiah

151. jose del toro, santa rosa
152. richard kostas, ukiah
153. michelle mills, laytonville
154. garth mckenzie, willits
155. dylan bamrick, hopland
156. anel fuentes, ukiah
157. john mills, piercy
158. brian george, hopland
159. ereka lambe, fort bragg
160. thomas zickgraf, san francisco
161. julia sommerygade, ukiah
162. megan shannon, willits
163. dee koishor, redwood valley
164. lisa morales, willits
165. adam donahue, ukiah
166. chad thompson, willits
167. jeremy saunders, willits
168. shalee johnson, willits
169. brooke ingram, potter valley
170. jessica meraz, willits
171. mitchell wortzman, redwood valley
172. barbara wentzel, talmage
173. roland wentzel, talmage
174. leslye ruiz, ukiah
175. daniel hansen, willits
176. lauren king, willits
177. travis evans, willits
178. ruben lumbreras, willits
179. william claus, ukiah
180. patricia lech, willits
181. erika quinliven, willits
182. brett shaw, rohnert park
183. jennifer gray, ukiah
184. christina ingram, redwood valley
185. brian ingram, redwood valley
186. justin capri, redwood valley
187. leon springer, ukiah
188. rodolfo trevino, santa rosa
189. gary breen, hopland
190. mark gomolicke, ukiah
191. michael steinmetz, redwood valley
192. james shaw, ukiah
193. albee wilder, ukiah
194. jarod lease, ukiah
195. brenton smith, tacoma
196. forest elie, ukiah
197. jason pool, ukiah
198. marina davila, los angeles
199. roman degallier, redwood valley
200. cheyanna lavine, willits
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201. charles boldwyn, south lake tahoe
202. eric galloway, ukiah
203. j. “rocco” loebl, laytonville
204. samuel lund, ukiah
205. joseph nicoll, ukiah
206. dakota nicoll, ukiah
207. daniel voyles, jenner
208. carter grissom, ukiah
209. jordan pool, ukiah
210. andrew hosford, willits
211. robin steele, covelo
212. barry nadler, ukiah
213. shane osburn, ukiah
214. cat carmona, laytonville
215. sarah rhodd, laytonville
216. melissa gribi, kelseyville
217. richard white, windsor
218. thais springer, ukiah
219. rick berglund, petaluma
220. kelly mayhugh, ukiah
221. daniel hansen, willits
223. vicky erickson, petaluma
224. dallan servin, ukiah
225. jose loza, willits
226. judd de vall, philo
227. hector venegas, willits
228. rani weitala, fort bragg
229. zachary kuchera, fort bragg
230. jesse cisney, laytonville
231. stewart erickson, ventura
232. pauline wright, ukiah
233. don dooley, ukiah
234. debra pallini, ukiah
235. drew nicoll, ukiah
236. terry wright, ukiah
237. cody dooley, ukiah
238. erika quinliven, willits
239. rebecca king, willits
240. jennifer caldwell, willits
241. james sabin, fort bragg
242. mike gordon, laytonville
243. chad thompson, willits
244. ruben lumbreras, willits
245. jeremy saunders, willits
246. dorah koishor, redwood valley
247. vila mijatovic, willits
248. jami whitman, willits
249. patricia lech, willits
250. timothy lech, willits
251. jamie lech, willits

252. kelly layraitt, ukiah
253. andrea nadler, ukiah
254. david anderson, santa barbara
255. sarah hepting, laytonville
256. john feitshans, ukiah
257. jordan pool, ukiah
258. shalee johnson, willits
259. andrea araiza, redwood valley
260. ryan weinert, laytonville
261. kevin wilson, san diego
262. jaime restrepo, willits
263. dee koishor, willits
264. sabrina mendoza, willits
265. amber wasilewski, laytonville
267. benjamin nadler, ukiah
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“With proper water rights and the major use permitting process. I feel
this can safely be instituted with less significant environmental impact
than in current locations (in timber zones and in forests) with less
canopy.”

-steven amato, hopland
“We must move to make cannabis cultivation subject to land use and
regulations similar to other ag crops. This is a step in the right direction.”

-jim mayfield, ukiah
“Its time to get us in this market”

-brian white, ukiah
“I strongly support this initiative which will help our local entrepreneurs
and our community to reap the benefits of the legal cannabis market.”

-paul garza jr, fort bragg

“Cannabis is an important part of the Northern California Ag industry
and the normalization of it’s cultivation is paramount to the long-term
health of the industry as a whole. I strongly support expanded
cultivation limits.”

-bryan pfender, laytonville
“I am in support of this change in the Proposed “Phase Three”
Commercial Cannabis Development Ordinance for Mendocino
County. I believe that we have to evolve with the industry or we will
be no longer able to survive in the market. Mendocino County has
one of the most incredible ecosystems that produces some world
renown medicine. The increase in tax revenue our county will
receive will be so beneficial to our community. Our community will
also benefit from the jobs this expansion will provide. I am in full
support!!”

-valerie capri, redwood valley

“This is a good move for Mendocino. The industry moves forward
“I’m a massive fan of the legal weed industry just because you really
anyways, with or without Mendocino. The question is, do we want a
know what your smoking and i really wish it was cheaper and i imagine
piece of the pie, or sit or sidelines. Waiting is withdrawing.”
that this would help it compete with other farmers.”

-shane davis, forestville
“I support Phase 3.”

-gregg grande, laytonville
“Let’s stay competitive with neighboring counties and support the
cannabis economy and jobs in Mendocino County. Thanks for your
support!”

-mitchell wortzman, redwood valley
“Phase 3 is a step toward acknowledging that Cannabis cultivation is
an agricultural enterprise, with benefits for growers, workers, land
owners, and the local economy.”

-roland wentzel, talmage
“We need to pass Phase III before we lose the amazing legacy of this
region. We need to act now. No time to waste”

-gary breen, hopland
“Let’s get this done!”

-chad thompson, willits
“Mendocino Co’s economy and the future of the cannabis industry
here hinge on this passing so local farmers can compete at scale.”

-jaime restrepo, redwood valley
“I agree 100% we need to expand to keep up with surrounding
counties and a good start when federal comes.”

-benito loya, willits
“I’m struggling with supporting the new ordinance but not for the
reason most that would oppose it. I want cannabis to enjoy/suffer the
same protections/regulations as grape growers and muffler welders.”

-ross liberty, ukiah
“Let’s get this done!”

-chad thompson, willits
“Let’s stay competitive with neighboring counties and support the
cannabis economy and jobs in Mendocino County. Thanks for your
support!”

-mitchell wortzman, redwood valley
“As a resident and farmer of Mendocino I strongly support phase 3 .
This is critical in order to secure and preserve our county and
community to grow with the rest of the cultivating counties throughout
California .”

-j. “rocco” loebl, laytonville

-albee wilder, ukiah

“Stop the impoverishment of Mendocino residents and do what’s
right for your constituents.”

-william claus, covelo
“I am putting my trust in scientific review and the free market, I
support phase 3 for the future of Mendocino county.”

-jonathan wentzel, ukiah
“Need to keep up”

-zachary kuchera, laytonville
“This is important for citizens of Mendocino to retain the rights to
seek a higher quality of life through business practices that are
already happening throughout the state and soon the country.”

-anthony pitts, ukiah
“I spend hundreds of thousands in our community with local 		
businesses and employees. We need to be prepared to complete
with other counties that have been permitting many acres for years.
Our community needs the money. Let’s make this a land of
opportunity for our kids.”

-joseph nicoll, ukiah
“Yes on Phase 3”

-shalee johnson, willits
“I’m a licensed distributor and manufacturer in Ukiah. My businesses
are really hurting because I cannot find enough product here to keep
busy. Opening phase 3 in Mendo won’t be what puts out the small
farmer. I feel for them and understand but everywhere else in CA
is opening up 5% to unlimited canopy space. All postponing phase
three is doing is hurting Mendocino County and leaving us behind in
the industry.”

-jordan pool, ukiah
“I see many other counties providing unlimited growth for the legal
growing of Cannabis. As Mendocino County is the mothership of
Cannabis, I support this amendment and would want Mendocino to
set the standards for the world in terms of phasing in of growth
responsibly. Other counties that I have visited such as Canada and
Colorado are light years ahead of us and I would like to see
Mendocino rise as the position of leader. This helps jobs, supports
increase taxes and can eventually create a viable community and
wealth to the area which is desperately needed.”

-molly morales, napa
“At least 10 percent on AG land”

-david anderson, willits
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“I fully support 10% expansion in Mendocino County. I feel this will
create tax revenue and jobs in Mendocino.”

-shane osburn, ukiah
“I grew up in Laytonville, and have lived and worked in Mendocino
County most of my adult life. Though I now live in neighboring Lake
County, I still work in Mendocino County, have many family and
friends who reside there, and care greatly about the communities. I
support approval of Phase 3 Expansion of the Commercial Cannabis
Ordinance.”

-melissa gribi, kelseyville
“My small farm will be just fine. Large scale farming is happening
with or with our Mendocino county . Let’s have both lanes open for
success and maintain a responsible approach to this cultural and
economic opportunity.”

-kelly mayhugh, ukiah
“This will generate good paying jobs and tax revenue for our
community!”

-daniel hansen, willits
“Please support cultivation on range land to allow respectful legacy
cultivators to apply for use permits that allow community
engagement for each proposal and possible expansion in phase 3.”

-judd de vall, philo
“I support this amendment 100%”

-hector venegas, willits
“I support phase 3”

-rani weitala, fort bragg
“I support the expansion, Mendocino needs to compete with the rest
of the state.”

-zachary kuchera, fort bragg
“Vote “YES” on Phase Three Commercial Cannabis”

-jesse cisney, laytonville
“Mendocino Farms must be allowed to farm at scale with competing
counties! And the county process has to be efficient.”

-stewart erickson, ventura
“Yes I support phase 3”

-pauline wright, ukiah
“Badly needed”

-don dooley, ukiah
“We need this, don’t blow it Mendo”

-drew nicoll, ukiah

“I support phase three !”

-kelly layraitt, ukiah
“Mendocino can only compete in the marketplace with 10%+ tax
paying legal grows. It’s good for the community.”

-david anderson, santa barbara
“I fully support Phase 3 and I am grateful for what the Board of
Supervisors and the AdHoc committee has put forward. We have
the chance to secure an economic future in Mendocino for its
legacy farmers and agrarian partners, with our environmental future
in mind.”
-meghann sommer, ukiah
“I support ending prohibition, treating cannabis like other agriculture
and bringing tax revenue and jobs to the county.”

-amanda reiman, ukiah
“Phase 3 will allow Mendocino County cultivators to move forward
with the state of California in the cannabis industry.”

-keith shuster, willits
“Please support Phase 3.”

-mark rogero, ukiah
“This amendment is critical to securing a sustainable future for the
economy of Mendocino Co. and the cannabis industry here.
Mendocino’s cannabis legacy will be a cherished memory from
pre-legalization if it is not able to produce relevant quantities as the
regulate market develops.”

-micah flause, willits
“Planning is about bringing the future into the present so that you
can do something about it now. The future of cannabis is bigger
than the State of California, and if Mendocino County farmers and
cannabis businesses hope to compete against other popular growing
regions we have to encourage smart, responsible expansion.
Capping scale to 10% of a parcel in agriculturally appropriate zones
are critical provisions needed for growth of a healthy local cannabis
industry and the vitality of our local economy.”

-caren woodson, redwood valley
“I strongly support this Phase 3 legislation for Mendocino county legal
cannabis cultivators. I point to all the legal farm business in the county
but especially Henry’s Original who have been a leader in our
community in this effort to implement the measures in this legislation.
Local growers like Henry’s are employing more and more residents of
Mendocino county. Paying a living wage and providing a safe and
supportive work environment.”

-richard loebl, laytonville
“All the support!”

-francisco hernandez, rohnert park

“I have been working in the cannabis industry for a year and a half
now, and have been earning a good living wage. I support the
expansion because I do believe it provides good paying jobs for our
area.”

-dee koishor, willits
#HomeGrownInMendo #MendoSTRONG

-sabrina mendoza, willits
“It’s the future! Phase 3 please. Don’t hold us back in a hard
industry. Please allow us to compete with neighboring counties. Allow
entrepreneurship. I am a small farmer with my fiancé and we want a
chance/opportunity to go bigger. Thank you.”

-ryan weinert, laytonville
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